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International Pension Plans

Ten Steps To Setting Up An International
Retirement And Savings Plan
In previous articles we have looked at the
many pensions and savings challenges
that companies face in respect of their
internationally mobile employees;
retaining them in home plans, local
host country options and international
pension plans (IPPs). As a general rule the
best way forward depends upon a range
of factors, such as the company’s existing
pension arrangements, the nationalities
and locations in question, and any local
social security and compulsory pension
system. In this article I’d like to jump
past the arguments for and against the
various options and assume that, having
carried out an analysis of what is needed,
you’ve identified an element of your
global workforce for whom an IPP is the
best solution, but you’re not at all sure of
the options available and the things you
need to consider to make sure that you
get it right. What follows is a simple tenpoint plan that covers the main areas to
consider when setting up an IPP.

1. Benefit Design
You’ll no doubt be familiar with typical
pension plan design, such as:
• Occupational defined benefit (DB)
whether funded or unfunded
• Occupational defined contribution (DC)
• Foundations (mainly in Europe)
• Individual contracts (for example group
person pensions in the UK)
• Plans that integrate with social security
systems
• Plans that are a top-up to a generous, or
perhaps ungenerous, state system.
IPPs are not hugely different, as with
local pensions your first decision is DB or
DC? I’m not here to argue the merits of
these approaches but needless to say I’m
not aware of many new DB international
plans being established at the moment
and in our experience most new IPPs are
being established on a DC basis.

2. Plan Structure
If DC is the preferred route, do you elect
for a trust-based occupational plan or
individual contracts? Now, here things do
differ from local pension plans as providers
can rarely offer you individual contracts
for a globally diverse workforce. This is
due to the need in most parts of the world
for a provider to be appropriately licensed
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to sell individual pensions or savings
plans in that country and, in practice, this
is rarely the case. An occupational plan,
however, is established by the employer,
so the provider only needs to be licensed
in the country in which the contract with
the employer is established, or where the
trust deed or foundation is established.
Many parts of the world, particularly
in continental Europe, are not entirely
familiar with trusts and may prefer to
contract directly with the provider or to
establish a foundation, so another decision
is needed around this structural point.
The more traditional offshore locations
for IPPs, such as the Channel Islands
and Bermuda, will be more familiar with
trusts, but increasingly offer foundations.

3. Selecting A Location
An important aspect of setting up an
international plan is to establish it in a
tax-neutral location, which is to say that
authorities in that location will not levy any
tax on contributions, growth or encashment.
This ensures that any tax liabilities are
dependent upon the personal tax position
of the members and their locations, not
on the plan itself, which is a cornerstone of
the plan’s ability to support global mobility.
For this reason plans are usually, although
not always, established in an offshore
location such as the Isle of Man, Jersey or
Bermuda. The Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development identifies
over 50 locations as ‘offshore financial
centres’, (some of which, like Lichtenstein
and Switzerland are actually land-locked),
so there’s plenty of choice. However, in
practice the longstanding, well governed
locations, with a robust regulatory system
and infrastructure are preferred. The Isle of
Man, Luxembourg and Channel Islands are
a good starting point.

4. Selecting A Provider
There are generally two types of provider
- insurance companies and third-party
administrators (TPAs). Insurers will
provide you with an insurance contract
and you will invest in their insured
investment funds, albeit these may then
be managed by an external fund manager.
With unitised funds, the insurer will
buy holdings in an underlying fund to
match the liability, most likely a fund

domiciled in Luxembourg or Dublin. It’s
important to note that neither you nor
the plan member will directly own the
underlying fund, as this will be owned
by the insurance company. TPAs on the
other hand deal on your behalf with the
underlying fund manager, so you (or the
trustees) will own the underlying assets.
This may sound like a purely technical
point, but in practice it means that
insurers can invest, disinvest and process
fund switches more quickly, thereby
reducing time out of the market. They
can also often reduce dealing costs by
matching off sales and purchases – why
trade if you are both a buyer and a seller
in a particular fund at the same time?
Another advantage of an insurance
wrapped fund is that the insurer can
be creative; supporting funds with
guarantees, fixed rates of return, blends
of funds, client white-labelled funds and
so on. On the other hand, as the funds
are owned by the insurer, it’s important to
check how the insurer is structured and
whether or not it is financially sound, as
the insurer’s failure could impact upon the
value of your IPP. The jurisdiction chosen
in step three may be important here as
some regulators, such as the Insurance
and Pensions Authority in the Isle Of
Man, require the insurer to hold the assets
of an IPP in a separate, ring-fenced, longterm fund, thereby segregating them from
other assets and ensuring they are safe
from creditors.

5. Contributions
As with any retirement savings plan,
you will need to decide upon the level of
employer contribution for each category
of employee as well as:
• Whether employees will be required to
contribute themselves
• Whether any matching is offered to
encourage take-up
• Whether you will allow additional
voluntary contributions
• Whether bonuses may be paid into the plan.
You may decide to have tiered contributions
that are determined by seniority, length of
service or, perhaps, by location.

6. Payroll Options And
Locations
Many companies decide to make
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payments into IPPs from a single location
in a single currency. This is the simplest
way to manage the IPP, but for some
companies the cross charging across
business units and locations is an issue
and so the plan may need to be able to
support numerous pay centres, across a
number of countries or regions and in a
number of different currencies.

7. Withdrawal And End Of
Service Options
Step seven is to determine when and how
members may withdraw their benefits
from the plan. Whilst many IPP’s, as
with domestic pensions, have a normal
retirement age and minimum age for
drawing benefits, they are not bound by
local legislation so you can decide on the
plan design. Many plans allow benefits to
be withdrawn from age 55 or on leaving
service, others allow withdrawals at any
time, or may specify a requirement to
demonstrate hardship or illness. Benefits
can normally be taken entirely as cash,
but some plans insist upon some form of
income. It’s worth noting that the market
for international annuities is very limited.

8. Investment Choice
Very few plans offer all of the funds that
the provider will have available. Typically,
plans will have a bespoke fund range that

includes a default fund, perhaps a lifestyle
fund or a low-risk option, together with a
range of funds from which the members
can self-select - perhaps a range of low-cost
passives covering the main asset classes and
geographies. Increasingly, some means of
guiding members into appropriate funds
will be offered, for example, an online
attitude-to-risk questionnaire that guides
members into one of four or five risk-rated
funds. From a governance perspective,
whether or not trustees have been
appointed, it may be sensible to establish an
investment committee to oversee the funds
that are made available. Consideration
can also be given to supporting members
in their self-selection, such as past
performance data and charting tools,
forecasting tools and general educational
materials on investment.

9. Vesting Rules
The lack of country-specific regulation on
an IPP means that the employer can decide
whether or not a member’s entitlement to
contributions vests immediately, or whether
the individual must remain in service for
a time before they are fully entitled to the
contributions – employee contributions
normally vest immediately. This golden
handcuffs approach is common in industries
where attracting and retaining highly skilled
people is a challenge.

10. Member Communications
Having designed your IPP, it goes without
saying that to gain maximum benefit
from it for both you and your employees,
you need to ensure that it is appreciated
and understood. IPPs have the added
communication problem of a widespread
geography, so emails, webinars, online
access, information sites and newsletters
should all form part of a comprehensive
communication plan. Your provider will
have a vested interest in ensuring that the
launch of your plan is a success and so will
provide communication support as part
of the overall proposition.
Managing employee benefit solutions
for mobile employees can be tricky with no
two companies looking for exactly the same
solution. It’s worth considering seeking the
advice and guidance of a leading employee
benefits consultancy with a specialist
international team who can advise you on
your individual requirements.
Stewart Allanson Zurich Corporate
Life & Pensions is a
leading provider
of International Pension Plans.
For more information, please email:
stewart.allanson@zurich.com or
telephone on +44 (0) 1242 664443
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